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SUBJECT OF RESOLUTION: The Situation in Afghanistan

SUBMITTED TO: The Security Council

SUBMITTED BY: Colombia, Singapore, and Mali

The Security Council

Acknowledging the desire of parties involved in the Afghan conflict for an establishment of a war tribunal,1

Recognizing the transitional nature of the Afghan Government,2

Affirming the creation of a United Nations-sanctioned mission consisting of OIC members for the3
surrender of the city of Konduz, the United Nations Mission for Peace in Konduz (UNMPK) by SC4
Resolution 2,5

Aware of the cultural disparities between the United Front and Afghan Parties,6

Observing that the members of UNMPK are a neutral force agreed to by all parties,7

1. Authorizes the establishment of a criminal tribunal by UNMPK in the city of Konduz after stability8
is attained as determined by reports from the UNMPK;9

2. Declares accordingly that this legality and procedure of the tribunal shall be determined by a10
consultative report submitted by the OIC to the SC and approved via resolution procedure;11

3. Further invites the elders of Afghanistan to participate fully in the discussion of the OIC about the12
legality and proceedings of the criminal tribunal;13

4. Urges that the procedure and legality be a work of compromise between OIC and the SC, hoping14
that this exchange shall serve to the improve relations between the two organizations;15

5. Further resolves that this criminal tribunal shall undergo a transition from a UNMPK structure to16
an Afghani Government Institution. This transition shall take place when the Security Council17
announces in a resolution that a stable Afghani Government has been achieved. 18

6. Encourages later tribunals and criminal systems within Afghanistan to emulate the positive aspects19
of the UNMPK tribunal.20

Final Vote: 9 In Favor/ 3 Opposed/ 1 Abstention


